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STOllE'S REALMS OF GOLD

The effect upon impressionable young minds of Stone's The Province and
l
i~nction
public life of Australia.' Generations
itinction of Law is still being felt in the law and pUblic

of
d{ lawyers in training were required to dip into its pages and later the pages of its
su_ccessor volumes.2 For some at least, exposure to the compressed exposition of
jurisprudence, legal history, political argument and practical case law produced emotions
not dissimilar to those of Keats when a kindly friend gave him Chapman's !'lamer.

s~~e and the optimism of their coverage, Stone's jurisprudential
Certainly, in their S~~~
•

-

• J"

writings were of epic proportions.
When Roscoe Pound reviewed Province in 1948, he declared that he found the
worthwhile1 that he
he, 'read every word of text and notes most
book 'so thoroughly worthwhile'
attentively,.3
attentivelyl.3

Pound's

influence

on

Stone

was

profound.

It

was

handsomely

a.cknowledged•.Through
practic.a.l and realistic approach to jurisprudence,
acknowledged.
,Through Stone, Pound's practic.al
entirely compatible with the spirit of the English

comm~n

law, found acceptance amongst

Australia an~ New Zealand
zealand _~n
in the 1940s, 1950s, 1960s and beyond.
the young lawyers of AUstralia
positions of influence in the law and its instituti~ns
instituti~ns
T.hose young lawyers in time came to pOSitions
in the Antipodes. It is only now that the impact of Stone's jurisprudential teaChings
teachings upon
the lawyers of Australia is coming to full flower.
I

In the same book· review, Roscoe Pound exhibited a conce:1"l:
conce:11: to turn a thorough
understanding of the science of the law to practical account: .
'..• I have always doubted whether the science of law can wait for •.. ultimate

I •••

theoretical problems to be settled, in the meantime holding up its practical task
of finding how to adjust relations and order conduct in view of the conflicts and
overlappings of. interests presented to it in controversies demanding speedy
settlement,.4

-2Thirty-six years earlier, when Julius Stone was five years old, Pound wrote a celebrated
'Sco~e and Purpose of Sociological Jurisprudence ,•5 In it he listed 8 number
essay on the 'Sco~e
for a sociological jurisprUdence
jurisprudence in common law countries. When
of practical objectives for.a
wrote Province in 1946, he asserted that these objectives remained 'urgent
Stone wfote
l urgent and,
,•6
unexecuted,.6
regr~ttnblY, for the most part unexecuted
How fresh and relev8pt these objectives remain today, nearly 70 years on.
Amongst them waS
was the call for a study
stUdy of the actual social effects of the legal
institutions, legal precepts and legal doctrines of the 'law in action',

85

distinct from the

'law
Pound's programme also called for sociological study 8S an essential
flaw in the .books,.7 Pound'S
stiU
preliminary step in preparation for law making. Stone explained it in words that are still
apt:
'A mere guess of politicians combined with the skills of a 1egal drjlftsman, was
-adequate basis of law reform, nor was a mere armchair analytical legal
not an ,adequate
stUdy of eXisting or alternatives rules.- The kind of preliminary exploration of
social facts made by Departmental Committees and R'oyal
R-oyal Commissions in
British countries
couiltries on special occasions ought in this view to be a regular part of
T• 8
process,.8
the legislative process
.::

,,,,'
There were other iteI'pt·
Pound'S catalogue, given fresh Voice in Province. The study ,of
iteJPt· in Pound's
-of
how rules
rUles can be made effective in the eXisting
existing conditions of social life was one. The
study of judicial methods and modes of thought, So important in common law countries,
was another. The study
stUdy of legal history in terms of then eXisting
existing social conditions was yet
another. For the purpose of this contribution, it was Pound's seventh and eighth items'
itemswhich are of the greatest importance. They called ror the establishment of a government
department with functions and expert ,personnel
-personnel .adequate
,adequate to take a full share 'in· the

.

programme of law improvement and for a jurisdic study directed at the more effective

.

.

achievements of the identified purposes of law. This was the notion of a 'Ministry of
of.
Justice'. Stone explained that 'the proposal:
Iwas related in particular to the need for adequate social inquiries prior to
legislation, and to the evil effects of one-sided lobbying in the absence of such
machinery. It would provide not only a, body' of experts for long-range
investigation, but a clearing·
clearing' h(~)Use
h(~)Use for day-to-day grievances concerning the
the
actual operation of law, and for proposals for its improvementl~9
improvement,~9

-3lllSTEEING TO JUSTICE
. The successor volumes to the Province were pUblished
published between 1964 and 1966,
;r~;6i~~iqI-ng with the creation of permanent
i',~,oi"cidiJ,g
per:manent law reform institutions in Britain lO end
C::_'. ':,

"

',,,otrRHo_, I In Social Dimensions of "Law
Law and Justice, Stone expanded the discussion of
;'~-:"A~st'r;lia.lI
,- '~Mini~tri~'S
_IAinistries 'of
of Justice into a ~hapter
~hapter analysis of rrnstitutional Arrangements for M.inistering
J~stI~e'.l2
The
notion
of
establishing a Ministry, with the function of consciously,
:'~t;; _Jt!~ti~e'.I 2
com\?rehensively serving the reconciliation of the law and the
'i~:;'!,i~.y~i~:~~~iCallY and coml?rehensively
~-,;..

,

,per~~,eived
,per~~,l:fived

needs of justice, had been proposed long before Pound's essay, as Stone points

Indeed, calls for new institutional arrangements for the systematic reform of the law
out. Indeed,
c;>f England antedates the 19th century debate abo':!t
ab0';lt an English Ministry of Justice,
9f

rec9.~nted. in .Social
Social Dimensions. At the end of the 16th century,; Bacon urged the
~ec9.~nted.
.appoin.trnent
;a,ppoin,tlTlent of
- - .- . .-

six

Commissioners to investigate obsolete and contradictory laws and to
1
_
13 3 .
Durmg
Commonwe?lth, . there were systematic
to parliament.
During the Commonwe?!th,
.:_m-_o":Y_es,~
m'o"v~s for reform. But it waS the writings of Jeremy Bentham which provoked the moves
.report::~egularly
_report:: ~egularly

":i~' 'th~ ~iddle
~i~'tl~~

of the 19'th
19"th century for the establishment of a permanent full-time body,

::'.·c~a.r·ged with the duty .of ·revising
"revising the whole body of the law of England and reducing it to
-'-c~a_[i~ed
acce.ssible codes. The. moves led to the establishlT!ent
establishll'!ent of the Common Law Commissioners,
acce.ssib1e
the :)leal
:j1eal Pro'perty Commissioners and the first Ecclesiastical Court Commissioners. Their

.reports led to the Common Law Procedure Act of 1854 and, according to Sir Owen Dixon,

~hoYled:
sho.wed:

.~.

~

'a tremendous body of learning, .industrious inquiry and careful consideration
and the reports themselves are legal works of the greatest erudition, exact
information ~d, at the same t.ime, of great wisdom,.14

whiCh marked the turn of the century.
The same Benthamite spirit led to the codifications which
Their effect is still felt today in the four corners of ·the world where the English law
flourishes. I refer to the Bills of Exchange Act 1882, the: Partnership Act 1890, the Sale of
Goods Act 1893 and the Marine Insurance Act 1906. 15 In India, it led to codification of
the criminal law, the law;of defamation, civil procedure and evidence. The codes adopted

other' -paJ;'ts
paJ;'ts of the Empire, inclUding
including
in that sub-continent profoundly affected the law of other·
Australia.
Stone points out that in the middle of the 19th century it was Lord Westbury,
later to be Lord Chancellor, who most clearly expressed "the need for a Ministry of Public
IS Lord Westbury's call is w~rthy ~f recollection today, for it played an
Justice. 16
intellect~al environment for permanent
important part in the creation of the sympathetic intellect~al

agencies of law reform throughout the common law world:

t

-4'0, that strikes every member of our profession who directs his
'The first thing ."

mind beyond the daily practical necessity of the cases which come before him is
we' have no machinery for noting, arranging, generalising and deducing
,that we"
~educing

conclusions from the observations which every scientific mind could naturally
country. "0 Take any
make on the way in which the law is working in the country••.•
particular development of the common law - take, if you please, any particular
statute. Why is there not a body of men in this country whose duty it ~s to

judicial statistics, or, in more cO,roman
cO,mman phrase, make the
collect a body of jUdicial
necessary experiments to see how far _the law is fitted to the exigencies of
society, the necessities of the times, the growth o( wealth and the progress of
mankind'. I 7
Lord Westbury's call for such a 'body of men' found

re~ection
re~ection

in various developments,

including, for; example, the creation of the first li3,w reform commission in New South
inclUding,
proposal for a
lVales, under the chairmansl1ip of Chief· Justice Stephen. IS However; the proposDl
comprehensive Ministry of Justice did n·ot, as Stone points out; make 'serious
progress,.l9 True it is,. Lord Haldane's report on the Machinery of Government
progress'.l9
reaffirmed the lack of time and machinery in available administrative arrangements for
reform of the law. To be the government's'·
government'{ chief legal adviser
systematic oversight and· reform
was one thing. But it was 'quite another to possess the powers which a Minister of Justice
ought to have,.20
.
Although part-time law r.eform bodies were created in 3ritain
Britain 21 and
22
Australia
, some of which are stUi· functioning,23 it was not until the mid 1960s,
196.os,
Aus~ralia22,
COinciding with th~ pUblication
publication of Social Dimensions, that permanent machinery was
coinciding
established to fulfil Lord Haldane's call for continuous vigilance over the laws, and .his
dem and that:
'some agency must be found to mediate betwe.en the legislature and the courts.
Some body must be found to act as messenger from the courts to legislature and
from legislature to courts,.24
The immediate inspiration for a full-time agency of ·this kind was the book
25·
.
Now ' •
his
which Mr. Gerald Gardiner co-authored in 1963, 'Law Reform Now'.
Upon hIS
accession to the Woolsack in 1964, the first Bill which Lord Chancellor Gardiner
introduced was one for the constitution of the two Law .Commissions of Great Britain. In
perma·ne?t
1965 In New South Wales, an election promise was made to· establish 'a perma-ne?t
judge, a practising
full-time law reform commission composed of a Supreme court jUdge,
solicitor and an academic,.26 The establishment of the New South Wales Law Reform.
Commission in 1966, even in advan(!e
advan~e of the Law Reform Commission Act 1967 (N.S.w.)·set·

-5,patte,rn which has now, substantially, been fOllowed in most parts of Australia. 27 A
,p~.tt"rn

_agency
,~~al,~gency

for the reform .of Commonwealth laws was almost the last on the scene,
the-Australian
~tF,th~. 'establishment of the'
Australian Law Reform Commission in 1975. 28
Writing before these developments, first in 1946 and later in 1966, Stone
l'ermanent law reforming
',.'a.,c,c.l!rately. catalogued the problems and opportunities of l?ermanent
:'~-1~~e~cie~. What he wrote then remains a useful intellectual framework for those whose

~~~~p6nsib.ility it is to nurture and develop the fledgling institutions for the orderly

"::'~~~~l~pment of

res[,)ond to the needs of justice and cure
the law in a' way that will res[)ond

i~justice where it COmes to notice.
ii)justice

STONE AND INSTITUTIONAL LAW REFORM

figUre,
Over the years of his career as a law teacher, legal writer and public figure,
:iJuli,:!s_Stone cultivated not oryly the cloistered virtues of learning and scholarship, but the
:iJuli':1?Stone
~attr.jbu-te of the modern scholar in the social sciencies to call to occasional attention
~attr.jpute
·n~eds.for .reform
:r~eds.for

and improvement. The scope of
of" his written calls for particular reforms
evidence 29 ,
law of eVidence

-:\V,~~_... am~le and varied, ranging from reform of particular rules of the
':~v,~~
~~f_ t~e approach of the courts to statutory interpretation30 , reform
~~f:J~e

of rules of private

i~t~rnati()na1_ law 31 , of Crown privilege,32 of 'political
'political'l offences 33 , of privacy and
i~t~rnati9nal_

.~~J?ut~·tion34"
_~~J?ut~'tion34"

of)r
.~,1treedom
of ,_.~;/treedom

law 36 ,
consumer
eonsumer
p~otection37,
p~otection37, the se~ularisatibn
se~ularisatibn of the law of marriage and divorce 38 , 'and what we
'No'uld
Yl~'uld nowadays call antidiscrimination law. 39 Years before these matters came under

of

information 35 ,

patent

.~~.estudy
.~~.e study of

law reforming agencie;:; or the widespread consid.eration of the community, he
was writing about ecology, conservation and environmental aesthetics40 , the
41 ,
'administrative
explosionl
the
recognition
of
plural
civilisations42 ,
tax
explosion,41,
43
avoidance , control of economic institutiops44 and the legal problems arising from
advances in technology.45
For the purposes of this note, Stone's relevant contributions were addressed to
the shape and function of permanent institutions to harmonise the law and justice, and
assistance in clarifying the criteria by which justice ~ould
~:ould be recognised and the
harmonisation achieved. In Social Dimensions, after recounting the history of the calls for
a Ministry of Justice, with the comprehensive tasks set out above, Stone both recognised
the failure of these calls to lead to action by the time of writing (1966) and the urgency of
providing without delay institutions which could minister to law and justice:

--~-~

--~-~

-.

- ---~------

•

-.----~------

-6"The functions demanding fulfilment have, if anything, become clearer as the
unsolved problems of the past are compounded with emergent new' problems.
Adequate organisation and personnel are necessary to keep under review, on its
professional, judicial
jUdicial and administrative sides, the working of the legal order
towards community-approved ends; to conduct adequate research prior to

up

legislative action, ~ •• to build
expertise for these tasks and also for more
long-range continuiryg investigations; and to provide a clearing house for
day-te-day
day-ie-day grievances of the citizen affecting the actual operation of law,
which may in turn reveal defects calling for reform,.46
The language of 1946 had become more insistent and urgent. The themes remained the
same. There was a need to stUdy the actual operations of the law in action and to collect
instances of injUstice.
injustice. But there was also a need for a body which could generalise, in a
-detached way, and after adequate research, so that legislative reforms proposed would be
well balanced, well informed·
informed, and based upon an understanding of the actual opera non of
the system and people's perceptions of it as it measured up to notions of justice. In
footnotes, Stone referred to the problem created by the sheer bulk oC reports nnd
4;7
statutes, a matter also taken up in Legal system
System and Law.yers'. Reasoning. 47 The
possible use of public opinion polls to discern grievances llnd citizen perceptions was
specifically allowed. 48 Stone concluded that the lever increasing range and complexity
of the legal order' ml1g~' it increasingly less likely that a single Ministry of Justice, afte"r
of
afte<r
the Westbury or Haldane conception, would be created in common law countries. It was
feasiblebecatise
not" feasible
because qf the number and variety of the problems. It was imB:cceptable
iInB:cceptable
because of the cherished independence of the courts and the resistance to the notion of a
Minister, being a party politician, who would have such comprehensive functions. 49
For all that, Stone pointed the way to the development which shortly occurred.
Apart from research activity in law schools, the establishment of the Ombud~man5,.O
Ombud~man5,.O and
pUblic and private research institutions, Stone noted the incipient
the creation of public
development of law reforming agencies throughout the English-speaking world:
'A different kind of organ, the full-time standing law revision commission, has
sometimes been charged with continuing overhaul of legislative output, not
necessarily limited to pruning and consolidation. The New York Commission has
a most notable record. That such tasks can no longer be left, as formerly, to
secular (or even millennial) purges seems clear enough,•51

-7then noted the importance of expanding law reforming agencies by reference to

'.

:';-:'lenets
""ono', of the realistic and sociological jurisprudence which was his hallmark:
"~-variety
"~-variety

of Law Revision or Law Reform Committees in British countries has

been charged with making recommendations as to changes in the law on
Judges, practitioners and an OC\!8sional
particular. matters. Consisting of JUdges,
oc~asional
__ academic lawyer, such committees, though in a sense standing bodies for law

reform, remain essentially part-time and ad hoc in their efforts, and
Bnd only legal
promote~
in expertise. The notable series of legal amendments which they have promote~

trouble the lawyers or which
which lawyers think
has been on matters which mainly trOUble
worry businessmen, making less impact on general. !?roblems
problems of law reform.
reform-.
Functionally, indeed, there may be a real distinction between legal deficiencies
,and social deficienc"ies of ·law
-law whiCh
which are of more general
in the former sense, .and
52
(sometimes called 'political') concerns'.
concerns'.52
.:E~an~ing this notion, Stone reminded the readers of Social Dimensions of Pound's call
.,-1E~a:n~ing
~.

~or

scientists if lasting and .effective law reform were
dialogue between lawyers and social scientists.if

·;ever
r.eform as conceived by Stone called for the lawyers'
-:€,:ver to be achieved. The tasks of law r,eform

resort to the social sciences as well as to ethics and law. In Holmes' words, the
. constructive lawyer of the future would be 'the man of statistics and the master of
.economics,.53
all-embracing Ministries of Justice would not
,economics,.53 Stone!s conclusion was that an-embracing

;be created. Yet !?iecemeal
piecemeal institutional fulfilment would achieve reform in particular
".areas. And such institutions as were created would require attention to 'far-ranging
·.areas.
·n.on~legal
·I)on~legal

expertises an<;I complexities still often beyond the reach of the personnel and
,_time
.. time available for handling them'.
In short, Stone's vision for institutional law reform in common law countries, as
written in 1966, was that it would not take on the fo:r.m of a permanent comprehensive
Ministry of Justi~e.
Justi~e. Ra'ther,_
Ra·ther,. it would involve institutions looking-at
looking. at particular problems.
These' institutions would, together with the Ombudsmen, receive complaints about
perceived unfairness and injustice in the operation of current laws and practices. It would
aChieve directions for
generalise these complaints to achieve

refo~m
refo~m

and improvement. It would,

-improvement by the light shed not simply by a study of the verbal
.however, search for .improvement
analyses of ethics and the law. It would also search out facts concerning the current
operation of the law 'in. action' and it would do so with the benefit of statistical, economic

J"t would seek to be released from
and other knl?wledge gleaned from the sociai sciences. J,J
the perceptions and priorities fixed by lawyers alone, not contented by a study only of the
'law

in

the

books' but

determined also

to

find

about 'the law

in action'. 54

-8. Pockets of 'last-ditch resistance' to the 'invasion of extra-legal concerns' are listed' by
.Pockets
countries', -he asserted, 'we have at .least passed well
Stone. 55 But "even in British countries'1
beyond the stage when the concern of lawyers with social purposes and social effects was
lll 56
-allusive",.56
largely dismissed as "too -allusive
•
Stone's vision of institutional law reform in 1964·
was, then, a mixture of ad hoc improvision, practical concern :with remedying wrongs,

institutionally avoiding the 'omnibus solution', yet generalising its activity beyond a mere
short-term solution to pnrticuh:~r
pnrticuh:~.r nnd immediate problems. Above ,all, he preached Pound's
grounded, not merely in the
doctrine that law reform, -if it was to last, would be grounded.

ruminations of a 'body of experts' and moreover of legal experts only, but in the activities
of institutions alive to the need for adequate s'ocial inquiries as a basis for determining, in
of
what, if any, was the problem, and in the second place, what, if anything,
the first place, What,
l
'reform'.
•
could be done worthy of the name of 'reform

profoundly affected the
This conception of institutional law reform has profoundlyaffeeted
AUstralian model differs in
direction of. institutional law reform in Australia. As the Australian
significant respects from institutional developments overseas, the impact of Stone's
teachings must, for good or ill, be cited as nn important ren.son why law reform in
teachings
Australia has taken a particular course.
THE LAW REFORM EXPLOSION

_Stone's
_ Stone's prediction that a comprehensive Ministry of Justice would not. be
created in common law countries remains fully vindicated. True it is, ministries of that
name have be~n ,established in some of the Australian
Aust~a1ian States. But their functions fall
fall· far
short of the ~ision of Westbury and Haldane and the notions of Pound, Cardozo57 and
the other optimists. 58 Generally, they are concerned with aspects of the criminal law,
prisons
priSOns and related services. Everi when combined (as in New South Wales) with the office
of the Attorney-General, they do not pretend to a comprehensive obligation to-synthesise
notions of justice and current legal prescrlptions~
prescrIptions.
Shortly after the pUblication
publication of Social Dimensions, occurred a -development
which is nothing short of remarkable. Throughout the -Commonwealth of Nations, af!.d
specifically in all jurisdictions of Australia, permanent and usually full time law reforming
institutions were created. The establishment of the permanent New South Wales LaW
Reform Commission in 1965, was followed by the creation of permanent law reformtng
agencies,
~ueens1and in 1968 59 , in' South Australia in the same
same year 60 , in the
agencies- in ~ueensland
Australian Capital Territory in 197161 , in Western Australia in 1972 62 , in Victoria:-in
63
1973 , in Tasmania in 197464 and in the Northern Territory of Australia in 1976. 6.5
The Commonwealth Act to establish a federal law reform commission was approved by
the Australian Parliament in 1973, although the first members of the Australian -L-aw'
-L-EiY/
Reform Commission were not appointed until 1975.

-9- :-'The developments in Australia and Britain had been reflected by similar

.·bpme~~ in all parts of the Commonwealth of Nations. Law commissions have been
jurisdictions of Canada, in India and Sri Lanka, in the islands of the West
te<firi inost jUrisdictions
'"cJies;';"in-:papua New Guinea, Fiji and Tonga, and throughout the continent of Africa. In

explosion of law reform may
~¥_-t:::thisexPlosion
~ay reflect nothing more than the pursuit of the

#shi'cinab,le,-In
J~Shicirfa&le~'In part it may even follow realisation by some politician::; that difficult issues
... "--occasionally be defused for a time by the ready availability <;>f a permanent law
:~'~j}C6ccasionally

§r:J;torrn

institution. In part, it may represent political tokenism: the creation of a small

'\\~':'"fun~ed, under-staffed body almost as a placebo for citizen complaints about defects in

~,i!U~I·un.ded.

l9lo
"-~A~>ia'~'s
tl:if1aw's rules and procedures. 19lo
'.'.-.':::'-

.

Another interpretation of the 'booming

industr~,67 of law reform institutions
industr~,67

';c ..- ,;0
'j,hat law makers recognised the proliferation in number and c<;>mplexity
c9mplexity of the problems
'is:·~thai

of.-:;adjusting the law to a time of rapid change. Coinciding with this realisation is an
;~:':,~of,::;adjusting
:;':'::'apprecialion
. appreciation of the incompetence or unwilli~gness of present law maldng institutions (th~
parliament, the Executive government and the courts) adequately to meet the needs of
'parliament,
leg-Eli modernisation and revision. The permanent law reform agencies have been crca-ted
leghl
t6"fiir
t6,-'fiir the resultant institutional vacuum. 68 This is not the occasion to review the
failure
f~ilure of the other institutions: the distraction of parliament and the Executive by a

"·;'~'b~tihtious and elementary election campaign,69 and the inability or disinclination of
··.i·~b~tihtious

j~dges

to adapt

th~;J"10rensic
th~;y1orenSic

medium to the needs for radical legal change and

mo.d~rnisation. It is sufficient to note .that parliament and 'the Executive government,
mb.d~rtlisation.

tinaided, are not attending to the many needs for law reform. Moreover, a series of
tffiaided,
;de~isions
.de~isions of the High Court of Australia during the past two years has underlined the view
judges necessarily the right
of the majority that the courts are not well adapted, nor the jUdges

persons, to effect comprehensive legal reforms:
'[T] here are more powerful reasons why the C.ourt should be reluctant to engage
conditions and circumstances}. -The
in [moulding the common law to meet new conditionS-and
Court is neither a legislature nor a law reform agency. Its responsibility is to
cases by applying the law to the facts as found. The Court's facilities,
decide Cases
techriiques and procedures are adapted to that- responsibility; they are not
adapted to legislative functions or to law reform activities. The Court does not
investi~ations or inquiries with a view to ascertaining
and cannot carry out investi~ations

whether particular common law rules are working well, whether they are
adjusted to the needs of the community, and ·wheth.er they command popular

- 10assent. Nor can the Court call for and e.xamine submissions from groups and
may' be vitally interested in the maldng of ,changes to the law.
individuals who may'
In short, the Court cannot, and does not,. engage in the wide-ranging inquiries

and assessments that are made by governments and law reform agencies as
desirable, if not essential, preliminaries to the

enac~ment o~
enac~ment

by an
legislation by

con~id~rations must deter a Court from departing too
elected legislature. These con~id~rations
readily from a settled .rule of the common law and by
,•70
rule,.70
rule

repl~cing
repl~cing

it with a new

himselLa graduate of Julius Stone's instruction, reflect
These words of Mr. Justice Mason, himself-a
Stone's view that law reform, and indeed, so far as possible, legislation. generally, should

be based upon thorough investigations, a consideration of citizen and other complaints and
wide-ranging inquiries directed to the current and proposed oPl?ration of the law. They
also reflect, and indeed it is later spelt out in terms, Stone's 'open eyed' recognition .of the
judicial role .in·law
.in ,law making. 7t The fact remains that in this case, as in other 4iustraliB:n,
4iustraliB:n~
d~veloping ·new:
·new.
cases, the .HighCourt
.High Court has asserted the limited function of the Court- in d~veloping
rules, even of the common law, in the face of well-established authority.72 The··
rhe.·
assertion has been repeated in recent cases involving prisoners' rights,73, the' widen~ng
of standing to sue 74 , tbe alleged right to legal aid in seriousserious· cri~inal cases 75 , 'tax
avoidance 76. anc;l voluntary into'?Cication as a defence to otherwise criminal conduct.7 7

In each of these cases,~~
cases,~~ High Court majority, expressly or by implication, has noted the

need for reform. But that need was held to be a matter !or the elected parliament;:
parliament,
7S , not for unelected jUdges
possibly_
possibly aided by permanent law reform bodies78
judges operating,
operating_
79
within the constraints of courtroom procedures and inter partes litigation.
THE SOCIOLOGY OF LAW REFORM

The 'wide ranging inquiries and assessments~
assessments~ to which
whiCh Mr. Justice Mason
referred in the passage just cited, have been the hallmark of law reform techniqtIe as
developed in Australia. From the outset of its work, the Australian Law Reform
Commission has sought to broaden the procedures of consultation traditionally adopted by
committees of inquiry. Its efforts have taken it beyol).d the 'working paper': the special
SO Lord Scarman,
contribution of the English Law Commission to law reform technique. 80
the first Chairman of the English Law Commission, has described the advantages and
problems of this procedure of consultation:

!1 - 11
'[It'1
'[It'] is a lengthy and time-consuming businesS. Though it imposes delay, it is the

key

to quality and acceptability. Consultation, wide enough to embrace all

interests and deep enough to ex\?OSe
eXl?ose all the problems, may take a long time: but
it can and usually does m.ean
m,ean

II

swift passage through Parliament of a

rion-controversial Bill to give effect to a law reform proposal. At the very
least, it will ensure that controversy is limited to genuine issues upon which 8
policy decision has to be taken,.81

addition to this form of consultation, all law reform bodies engage in private discussion
lri
lri'fadition
with interested groups, particularly with lawyers. 82 It has been conceded, however, that
1
th~s'e
large':
:
th~s'e procedures are not very effective ways of c<?mmunicating 'with the public at large

audience, and although we
'Working papers are clearly aimed largely at a legal aUdience,
try to circulate copies to non-legal recipients, and they are often summarised in

.

.

newspapers, we ought not to be suprised that many of them do not make much
of an im[)act on the mass of the population••••
population •••• Communication with the public
is neither easy nor cheap,.83 .-

In 'these

comments, made by tested institutional law reformers, B:re reflected the

qy

problems portrayed QY Stone in Social Dimensions. The tasks of law reform involve Ifar
-

,-~

ranging non-legal exPertises
expertises and complexities
cOffil?lexities still often beyond the reach of the personnel
and time available for handling them,.84 In Australia, new initiatives have been taken in
the attempt to cope with the problems of multi-disciplinary expertise, the complexity of
the tasks of modern law
'reform and ~he need to resort to the social sciences, all of
bf which
law'reform
Storie stressed at the outset of the new law reform era. Some of the initatives have
Stone
proved,'
proved,- controversial. All of them, at this stage, must be counted experimental. Behind
them all is the aim of achieving law reforrh based on a 'fundamental
Ifundamental and persistent
examination of the administration of justice' but directed towards
within a time frame that is' socially acceptable.

pra~tical improvement,
pra~tical

The first procedure to fu.lill
fu.lfll Holmes' prognostication about the constructive
lawyer of the future is to be found in the appointment, in each task of the Australian Law
Reform Commission, of a number of consultants from differing disciplines (most of them
outside the law). Because all, save one, of the Commissioners of the Australian Law
Reform Commission are lawyers, and because many of the projects referred to the
Commission for report involve, non-legal expertise, an ef~ort
ef~ort is made at the outset of
every project to secure as consultants persons, lawyers and non-lawyers, who will have
relevant expertise to offer as the project develops. In choosing consultants, the
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Commission has looked to a number of criteria. The first consideration is the possession of
special related knowledge and information. Another is the desirability of securing
consultants from different parts of the country. The Commission has also
alSO sought to
balance competing attitudes and interests. Thus, in the project on introduction of class

actions in Australia, the president of the Australian Consumers Association sits down with
representatives of .business
,business and industry. In the project of improvement of debt recovery
laws, the executive director· of the Australian Finance Conference takes part, with
persons experienced in helping and counselling poor debtors. In the project on the laws

,governing human tissue transp.lantation, medical experts of differing surgical disciplines
were joined by a professor of philosophy, a Catholic theologian and the Dean of a
Protestant College of Divinity. In the reform of police procedures, legal academics
civil

liberties

spokesmen

debate

with senior

police

officers

and

other

a~d

Crown

representatives. For the reform of defamation laws, no fewer than 30 consultants were.
appointed,1
appointed

in~luding

journalists in the printed media, radio and television, newspaper

edi tors and managers, legal academics, experienced barristers, lecturers in journalism and
nnd
an Anglican divine.
The

end

result

interdisciplinary expertise
commissioners.

of

these

which

Consultants attend

has

procedures

is

a

remarkable

greatly enriched the

meetings

with

thinking

commissioners,

collection
of

review

of

the _law
in-house

publications and
Bnd generally add their knowledge and perspectives to the development of
pUblications
of a chorus, cajoling, reminding, insisting and
law reform proposals. They are in the nature ofa
usually, finally, harmonising in the development of reform proposals. On some points,
consensus cannot be achieved. Reports of the Commission make it plain that the
responsibility for recommendations is that of the commissioners only. However,

ther~
ther~

is

no doubt that this interdisciplinary team has profoundly affected the· reports of the
AUstralian Law Reform Commission. The biases of lawyers, their perceptions of law
Australian
reform proposals -

and what Stone calls 'what lawyers think' are the problems of law

reform - are exposed to a constant process of interdisciplinary exchange. The needs for
such exchange are readily apparent in many of the tasks given to ·the
-the Australian Law
Reform Commission. A large proportion of these, chosen by responsive politiciansa5
plainly, do not
have been addressed to controversial social questions upon which lawyers, plainlYJ
have a special claim to expertise. Reform of child welfare laws, for example, requires the
practitioners,1 psychiatrists, police and other expertise. a6
participation of medical practitioners
reqUires, nowadaysJ
nowadays, the close participation of computer.
Dev.elopment of a law on privacy requires,
'Whether Aboriginal customary laws should
and communications experts. 87 The issue of ·whether
be recognised-in Australia requires anthropological and philosophical expertise as much as
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;~I.t~-:~oe~ leg-al.,88
,Yi"il"es
leg-aI.SS But even in a task

so ar>psrently one of 'lawyers
'lawyers'' law' as reform of the
:~~'f~i~'sof
a
,'!'niles
of eviClence in federal courts, it has been thought appropriate to appoint
judges and practitioners, a psychologist who will look at
f.:7"Ji~~~Ulta.nt, in addition
additio~ to jUdges

as

',;,iio"nc;e law from the-perspective of memory and perception, and others Who will draw to
"-l~iaeri'ci~
atten,tic)n the· litigant's perception of a trial or the statistician's approach to probability
·~'tt~ritron

", '.

The second development aimed to secure the involvement of non-lawyers in the

pr,?cess¥of law
pr9cess~of

reform in Australia has been the development of the brief discussion paper.

B~evity is a discipline that does not always come easily to lawyers, including law I
B~evity
reformers. The. traditional working paper was often too long, too complex and too botdng
to .sc·cure ·the
,the very aim in target, namely
na.mely widesl?read consultation. For this reason, the
to.se"cure
'A.'ustralian Law Reform Commission, and lately some of the state commissions in
AUstralia, have produced, in addition to detailed papers', short discussion papers and
Ailstralia,
"i2amphlet summaries of interim proposals. These .state briefly the policy issues being posed
for
for.,prOfessional
prOfessional and public comment. By arrangements with law publishers, the Australian
now distributed with- the "Australian Law
·Law"Reform
'Law "Reform Commission's discussion papers are now.
;Joumal and other periodi.cals, thereby reaching most' of the lawyers of Australia. The
result, has not always been the desired flood of professional comment and experience.
result.
However, there has
HoweVer,
·way that would

be~n

simpl~

some 'feedback' from lawyers in all parts of the country, in a

not occur in response to a detailed working paper of limited

distribution.
Discussion papers of the Australian Law Reform Commission are now widely
distributed to other interested groups outside the law.
law~ Copies of summary pamphlets are
reprinted in or distributed" with professional journals of discipline~
discipline~ related to the issues
Under
under consideration. In the case of the discussion paper on Aboriginal customary laws, a.
new procedure has been adopted, involving the distribution of cassette tapes, summarising
in sim~le language the problems and proposals. Translations into principal Aboriginal
concluded. These cassettes are now being cirt7ulated for use in the
languages have been conCluded.
far-flung Aboriginal communities of Australia. They will permit and indeed promote
discussion and response in
In a way that no printed pamphlet c.ould ever do.
'lawyers
The third innovation to escape the dangerous concentration on what 1lawyers
think worry' citizens, has been·
been the public hearing. Before any report of the Australian Law
Reform Commission is written, pUblic
public hearings are held in all capital cities of the
country. Lately they are also being held. in provincial
prOVincial centres. In connection with the
inquiry into Aboriginal customary laws, they will be held in outback towns and Aboriginal
communities.

Public

hearings

have

not

been

held

in

England,B9
England. B9
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'many irrelevant time-wasting
A fear has been e},"pressed
e>..-pressed that they might descend into Imany
T 90
This fenr reflects the lawyer's assurance that he can always accurately
suggestions •
judge what is relevant. Although it is true that in the public hearings of the
jUdge

Australi~n
Australi~n

Law Reform Commission, time is occasionally lost by reason of irrelevant submissions,
the overwhelming majority of participants in public hearings have proved helpful,

thoughtful and constructive. In addition' to pUblic
public advertisement, specific
spe~ific letters of
invitation are now sent to all.
alL those who have made submissions during the course of the

he.Bring. Although hearings had
AUstralians
inquiry up to the date of the he.sring.
hnd a -shaky start, ,for Australians
are not accustomed to such participation in law making, they are now increasing.ly

judged by utility in the provision of information and opinion. Many
successful, if success is jUdged
of the hearings proceed late into the night. Evidence and submissions are taken by the
commissioners, usually required by an inexorable airline timetable, to join an early
morning flight to another centre.

conaucting public hearings was suggested many J"ears
years ago by
The notion of conoucting
Professor Geoffrey Sawer. He drew attention to the legisiative committees of the United

opinion, involving the
States of America and the utility in gathering information and
nndopinion,
community, as well as the expert, in the process of legislative ch~pge.91
ch~pge.91 The hearings
have several uses. They bring forward the lobby groups and those with special interests,

including the-legal
the·legal·prof~~-?Sion
inclUding
'prof~~-?Sion itself. They

requir~
requir~

an open presentation and justification of

arguments about the fdture of the law under study. They encourage ordinary citizens to

in
come forward and to 'personalise' the problems which hitherto may have been seen in
abstract only. In a number of inquiries of the Australian Law Reform CommiSSion,
Commission, notably
human· tissue transplants 92 and compulsory land acquisition 93 , the personal
those on human'
case histories help the Commission to identify the lacunae or injustices in the law needing
correction. Quite frequently, problems are called to attention which have simply not been
considered. Defects in tentative proposals come to notice and can then be attended to.
The media attention which typically accompanies the series of public hearings and the
companion industry Of professional seminars, has itself a utility which cannot be
under-estimated. It raises community expectations of reform action. It placates those
community groups which rightly insist on having their say. It ensures that when politicans
receive. the report proposing law reform, it has been put through a filter of argument?ltion
in the community to which they are electorally responsible. There is also a point of
principle. Both in Province and in Social Dimensions, Stone cautioned about the danger of
'one side lobbying' in the absence of adequate social inquiries prior to legislation. 94 The

public hearings of the Australian Law Reform Commission, as they have developed,
pUblic
provide a forum for the articulate business interest and the well briefed gqvernment
administrator.

----------------
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also provide the opportunity for the poor, the deRrived, the under-privileged and
<:But;.thJ,eYalsO

·-·~.th~~;:dfS~ffected to come forward and, in informal circumstances, to offer their perception
:,';-th,;_dliSELff<ec1ted
«3t~t'h~-1&V{ in operation and their notion of relevant injustice and unfairness. In point of

'- pr)iriciple,
i;J~6.i'~~~; -it,
-it. is important

that ordinary citizens should be encouraged to have their say in

th~'''r_~view
tQe'.·r~vie!" of important laws that affect them. There is an increasing awareness that the

t~~_~.r·e~ic~l
th~_~.r~~ic~l 'say!

through the ballot box is"
is' not always adequate. New machinery is needed

~~icih
~~fcih '~.t·
'at the one time acknowledges realistically the impossibility of hearing everybody's

~.~i:nion,
~.~i:~ion,

but encourages those who wish to VOice
voice their grievances and to share their

k~~wie~e
kti~wite~e to come forward and to,
to do so in a setting that is not over-formal or

i~~ir~id-a
i~~imid-ating.
A fourth relevant innovation of the Australian Law Reform Commission has
beer:t.
rais~
beeri. the, use of. the public media: the newspapers.
newspapers, radio stations and television, to rais.~
a.\y~~eneS:'5
a.\y~~eneS:'5 of law reform issues in a far greater community than would ever be achieved

by- ,~h'e
:~h'e c,old print of legal publications. The public media have attendant dangers. They
t~n~.
to,
teIJ9.to.

sensationalise, to personalise and trivialise information. A five minute televis.ion

inte~view,

or even a half hour 'talk back' radio programme, scarcely provides the perfect

f9r:um for identifying the problems Which law reformers are tackling. For all this, a
serious attempt to involve society in the process of law improvement must involve a
utUis_ation of the modern mass media of communication. In Australia, the technique of
dis:~ussing
dis:gussing

law reforfl) projects in the media is now a commonplace, both at a federal and
state level. The Prime Minister 95 has described the process in terms of approbation as
'participatory law reform'. The Governor-General has referred to the important mix of
'great intellectual capacity
publicising the issues of. law reform' and
capa~ity with a fJ,air for pUblicising
attracting 'public
'pUblic interest to a degree unparallelled,.96
The need to face up to the reality

~hat

a good idea needs more than to be put

forward to be acted upon and to reject the 'intellectual snobbery' of the retreat to lawyers
only or to exp'erts only was lately stressed.
stressed, in Britain' by Professor Michael Zander. 97
B'!lt years before, it Vias
VIas underlined by Stone in his warning that lawyers were not always
the best people to identify the problems of law reform, particularly the social deficiencies
of the law which are of general community concern. 98
A fifth innovation of law. reform technique is specifically relevant to Stone's
call for the involvement of non-legal expertise in the business of law reforrn. 99 This is
the,
devel9pment of law reform ,proposals.
.proposals.
the. utilisation of surveys and questionnaires in the deve19pment
The idea of using surveys for the purposes of law reform consultation is not new. Calls for
the greater use of surveys in England lOO and elsewhere tended to fall on deaf ears. By
and large, lawyers haVe a well developed aversion to the social sciences generally and
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empirical research

01 The English Lnw
and statistics in
particular.I01The
in particular.I
Law Commission

prop'osals on matrimonial property~
resorted to a social survey in developing its prop'osalson
property~ They.are

a

they represent a practical endeavour to !harness
expensive ·and take lot of time. But they
lharness the
social sciences to law reform,.102 A recent report by the Joint Select Committee on

the Family Law Act in Australia urged a review of the law relating to matrimonial
Commission.1 033 Significantly, it proposed, as'a
as-8
property by the Australian Law' Reform Commission.I°
4
opinion.l°
prerequisite, the conduct of a ~ocial survey to gauge community opinion.I°
Already, the work of Australian law reform bodies has involved the use of
surveys of opinion, the assistance of social science techniques and the utilisation of the
analysis only possible because of the development of computers. For example, in a project
the Australian Law Reform Commission -is
on the reform of debt recovery laws, the
collaborating with colleagues in the states. Specifically, with the assistance of the New
South Wales Law Reform Commission, it is scrutinising, with the aid of computers,
conducted- concerning all debt recovery proces'5
proces,'5 in New South Wales
returns on a survey conducted
WBJes Commissions
courts over a period of a year. Both the Australian and New South W8J.es
came to the c.onclusion that sound law reform in this area could only be proposed upon a
thorough 8[)[)reciation
B[)[)reciation of the actual operation of current laws. This required a detailed
study of the way in which the
the debt recovery process was currently opEtrating.
opit-ating. That study is
now drawing to its conclusion and will form the basis of the reform reports. It is
significant that the Scottish Law Commission, in its work on a related t"opic, also
conducted a survey of a similar kind.
kind}I 05
In the Australian Law _Reform Commission's
Commission's project on the reform of child
welfare laws, a survey was administered to police in respect of all ffis:tters
mB:tters involving
children and young persons over a given period.
period.. The aim was to isolate theconsideratiqns
the consideratiqns
that lead to some children being charged
charged- .and others being cautioned or warned.
Examination of court files over a period of a year and questionnaires administered to
children in institutions and those coming before the courts sought out the perceptions or
of
the child welfare process as seen by the ':'consumers'.
"'consumers'. Such persons are unlikely to attend
pUblic
public hearings or seminars, whatever efforts maybe
may be made to make them informalnnd
informal nnd
congenial. Yet their
their- perceptions may be vitally important for identifying elements of
injustice and for pointing the way to reforms which will actually address the problems of
'the law on the ground', as distinct from verbal speculation about the 'law in the
,
books,,106
inarticulate and"
books
,l°6 Statistics and social surveys can provide a means by which inarticulate'
disadvantaged groups can speak to law makers. The gathering of facts by surveys is
is not
now very _controversial. Holmes' prediction has come about: the constructive lawyer ·is
'is
already the 'man of statistics'. More controversial is the collection of op'inion by
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'pro"edur,!S
"p~66~"dures of surveys. The extent of the controversy was discovered by the Australian

Reform Commission when it conducted a' unique national survey of jUdges
judges and
L:~~Rerorm
'~'agist;~t~s involved in the sentencing of federal offenders. The details of the survey, its
"~'agist;~t~s
ptl¥~s~s'~ methodology
~ethodology and findings are to be found in the Commission's
Commission!s interim report of
ptf~'cis~s'~

thlt'- titie. 107 The survey was voluntary and anonymous. Its completion would have
,~hit';-;title.107
tb.k~ri,:-:on-average, about an hour and a half of the time of extremely bUsy
busy and supposedly
'c':: t'ak~ri,:-'on-average,
<

co'hs'er'vative
:coiis'er'vative

professionals. Notwithstanding scepticism about the value of 'surveys

g~}i~ra'uy' and the usefulness of the sentencing survey -in particular, it is reassuring, and
g~'h~hluy'

pe~ha~s -asign
-a sign of the
pefha&s

times, that the response rate was equivalent to 74% of the judicial

orffic.~'rs - sampled. In a vigorous defence of basing law reform on empirical findings, the
()'ffic.~ti:t

of Pound and Stone, that
·offie-ers who conducted it pointed out, in language reminiscent of
re~earch in Australia, in the traditional of English jurisprudence, had been
legal re~earch
08
tpr~dominantly positivist and analylical rather than purposive or sodological,t.l
tpr~dominantly
.!08

i~:si~i.ance to an analysis of sentencing by the techniques (and partly in the- "language) of
ik:si~iance
s:(jc-i~logy, was evident in s~me quarters, especially In the judiciary in Victoria. The
s:o~~'i~logy,
pirticipation -of the latter was much lower -than the national average.l° 9 Reporting on
pkticipation
which, one suspects, would have
fiHs;'the commentators on the survey reSponded in terms Which,
qllfckened Pound1s heart:
original.' aim of establishing Law Reform Commissions included the
'The originaI.provision'70t,i"a bridge
provision·~f;i"a

between the judiciary and other arms of government by

which the JUdges
Which
Judges could, without compromising their independence, bring to the
attention of other law makers the defects in the laws they administered. From
the point of view of the Australian Law Reform Commission, this approach to
judiciary was entirely orthodox. With regard to the criticism that the survey
the jUdiciary
deals with matters of sociology ••• the individual sentencer plays a crucial role
in the sentencing process. Sentencing is not simply the application of abstract.
rules and
and principles t? specific situations. It is an inherently dynamic and
l matter of sociology',
essentially personal process. If this observation is a mere 'matter

then it would appear to be shnre'd
share'd by other lawyers, defendants and by a number
judicial officers as well. The process of sentencingsentencing' is no-t exclusively one of
of jUdicial
syllogistic legal I"easoning. That is why some of the questions raise issues which
have fairly been described as sociological and others seek to identify relevant
l1O0
officerst • 11
personal values of judicial officers'.
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In addition to the survey of
of the judiciary,
jUdiciary, the Law Reform Commission
conducted surveys of federal prosecutors! 11 , prisoners l12 and public opinion. As

well, with the assistance of newsl?apers and others engaged in public opinion sampling, the
Com.mission has been able to include questions relnting
relating to public perceptions in nntional
surveys of public opinion. In every case, the questions nrc
arc designed by properly qualified
specialists in public
pUblic opinion sampling. So far, it has been possible to submit the questions,
on issues such as criminal punishment and privacy, without
withbut cost to the Commission.

Although we are a long way from surrendering recommendations and action on law reform
to· the vagaries of transient o[)inion
'polls, suggestions for reform, particularly in a volatil~.
o[)inion'polls,
political Climate,
public opiniol1, as
climate, are better made against a clear understanding of pUblic
scientifically shown by the procedures now available for its discovery. This is yet another
II3
procedure foreshadowed by Stone. Il3
There are other initiatives which could be described to demonstrate the way in
which institutional law J;'eform today
today is seeking out a thorough understanding ·of legal
lawyers. For example,
problems as perceived by consumers and participants, as well as by lawJ'ers.
in the project on child welfare laws, care has been taken to conduct informal discussion at
schools and at children's shelters, with the young people of the releva'l,t jurisdiction.
juriSdiction. The
discussions are conducted in an unstructured way and at pUblic,
public, private nnd church
schools, schools in richer and poorer suburbs and schools run according to unorthodox as
well as orthodox

teaChjn~ traditions.
teaChjn~

The results may not be particularly scientific. But it

provides a corrective to an adults-only perception of children's involvement with the law.
society, migrants, non English-speaking residents,
Likewise, a large minority in Australian SOCiety,
are consulted in every project. Through ethnic newspapers, radio and television, and
end institutional spokesmen, efforts are mede
made to secure the
through representatives and
special perceptions they have of the operation of a legal order which in so many of its
institutions, rules and procedures, ,is profoundly different from those of their countries of
Holmes' warning that the constructive . lawyer should be a 'master of
origin. To heed Holmes!
economics' care is being taken in Ba number of I?rojects to weigh and express the competing
costs and benefits of a particular reform._ In the past this equation has been unexpressed
judicial reform 1l4, in
and ill-defined. In the future we are sure to see more of it in jUdicial
administrative reforrn 1l5 and in the work of permanent law reform bodies. In the
inquiry into class actions, for example, the Australian Law Reform CommiSsion has
initiated discussions with the Centre for POlicy
Policy Studies at Monash University, specifically
jUdging whether 8a class action procedure
pr.ocedure
to identify the criteria that should be weighed in judging
could be warranted in Australia on orthodox cost/benefit analysis. Consideration of the
of. alternatives-was a8 major factor identified to justify the Commission's recent
costs ofll6
proposal~ concerning the regulation of insurance intermerliaries. 116
proposal~
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A 'CLE/l.RlNG HOUSE' OF GRIEVANCES
GRIEV/l.NCES
In Social Dimensions, Stone foreshadowed the development, then in its most
rudimentary phase, of the office of the Ombudsman. From the adaptation of the Swedish
". ':,rudimentary

~ ~ombudsman
Ombudsman

Zeaiand /l.et
of 1809 by the New Zeniand
Act of 1962 117 , the Ombudsman idea has now

b,e~n;'ad?pted
b.e~n;'ad?pted

throughout the English-speaking world. He ministers to justice by procedures
of ,investigation,
jnyestigation, persuasion and ultimate report to Parliament. He collects grievances and
. may -generalise from them. But his operations db not relate .solely
,solely to the legal order and
indeed
-'are typically concerned with bad public administration. In the nature of his
indeed':are

f~ndtion, he was not apt to become a 'clearing house for day-to-day. grievances
t"h~
iml?rove:mentt.1l8
t'h~ -actual
"actual o~erlltion of the law and proposals for its improve:mentt.1l8

concerning

In an open society suggestions for
for reform of the law to deal with particular
particulsr
grievances emanate from many quarters. Judges giving their reasons for jUdgment,
judgment,
academics writing in law journals, editors in their column, politicians in the Parliament,
ciitizens in corres[)ondence, all may advance from time to time valuable ideas for the
renovation of the legal system. Until now, Australian society has been wasteful in the way
in __.which
.which these criticisms, often from highly talented and knowledgeable and relevant
people,
people," have been dealt with. One of the reasons for the

~stablishment
~stablishment

of law reform

bodies ;was
:was precisely the absence of a regular procedure by which judicial suggestions for
be....converted
....converted into action. The control of the Executive Government upon
law reform could be
l?rogramme of most law reform bodies has limited the extent to
the [)rogramme
t6 which the permanent
agencies of law reform, as developed, could tend to and actually follow up the worthwhile

suggestions for law reform coming to their notice.
This lack of system was called to attention in 1948 by the editor of the Law
Quarterly Review. He complained that:
'There have been a c9nsiderable number of Cases in recent years in which the
Judges have called attention to desirable changes in the law but as things are at
present, there can be little hope that their authoritative recommendations will
be put into effect,.119
effect l • 119
jUdges in Australia pointed with- dismay to the lack of legislative
Particular judges
attention to their urgent suggestions.l 20 'Proposals for the establishment of permanent
machinery at an a[)propriate official level to' collect and process the suggestions of law
jUdges secured the support of the Australian Law
reform made from time to time by the judges

Journal in 1974.1 21 Although some action was. taken, no centralised, well known nnd
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accepted procedure was initia ted. In its second Annual Report, the. Australian Law
well accepted
Commissio~ complained about the waste involved in this failure to mobilise and
Reform Commissio~
co-ordinate knowledgeable criticism of the law:

.!'lorthwhile suggestions .for reform made by JUdges,
Judges, academic lawyers,
'[M] any !"'orthwhile
professional bodies and the like simply disappear into the ether. No organised,

. national attempt is Plllde
plude to collect these "ideas. All too frequently, they are
simply ignored and remain hidden in the law books. A more wasteful use of
highly paid lega~ talent could not be imagined. A system better designed to
lawyers'.t . indifference to the inequities and injustices of the legal
promote lawyers
122
system could scarcely be designed,•J22
The Commission initiated an informal collection of suggestions coming to notice 'as a
l23 The
blight,to
•
blight,
to haunt those who have.
have, the responsibility of renewing the legal system 1J23
attention paid to this problem ultimately caught the notice of the Australian Senate. In
April 1977 it resolved to refer to the Senate Standing Committee on Constitutional and
Legal Affairs, amongst other matters relevant to the processing of law reform
the 'adequacy of existing machinery for the collection .and

a~essmen:"of
a~essmen:"of

prop~sa1s,
prop~sals,

proposals for
for law

put forward by Judges, commIssIons,
commISSIons, committees and' organisations or
, 124
individuals,.124
individuals
.
Pursuant to the reference, the Committee produced an important
report, Reforming the Law.I 25 The report listed the many sources of law reform
reform

proposals: jUdges
judges sitting in courts or delivering learned addresses, practising and academic
lawyers, parliamentarians and ·parliamentary
-parliamentary committees, reports of pUblic
public authorities;
authorities,
Royal Commissions and special committees, political pressure groups, newspapers'and
newspapers 'and
ordinary layrnen~l26
layrnen~l26 The machinery of improvisation adopted to collect some at least of
these pronouncements is listed, inclUding
including arrangements in the Office of Parliamentary
Counsel and in the Commonwealth Attorney':General's
Attorney-=GeneraPs

Department~
Department~

But the Committee

concluded that there was presently no effective machinery for the systematic collection.
of. proposals for law reform. The Committee concluded that there was a need for
centralised collection. It proposed that it be undertaken as a clearing house function by
the Australian Law Reform Commission.l 27 It recommended that as part of its
dissemination of law reform suggestions, the Commission should 'report annually to
Parliament on the suggesti.ons it has received, or at least such of them as it considers
worthwhile,.l28
significant or worthwhile'.l28
Responding to this proposal, the Commonwealth Attorney-Genernl agreed that
it
,had merit:
it·had
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'The government accepts the Committee's recommendation that the Law
Reform Commission report annually to the Parliament on the most Significant
significant
of the law reform suggestions it has received. It would not, of course, be'
appropriate for the Commission to become involved in a major consideration of
law reform suggestions for the purpose of determining the most Significant
suggestions for inclusion in its reports,. 129
Coinciding with this statement of government policy, the Chief Justice of
~~s_~,ralia, Sir Garfield Barwick, addressing an International Conference of Judges in May
~u.s_~,ralia,

1980, suggested that time should be taken:
'in examining available methods by which a judiciary
jUdiciary can properly inDuence a
what, for want of a better and more ,specific
specific term, I shall
legislature towards What,
in~deguately, law reform .••• The pressing need for change is so
call, though in~deguately,
disc:lo~ed by the circumstances of a particular case in the experience
often only disc.lo~ed
Judge. That he should be alerted to
t6 observe and identify that need is part
of the JUdge.

~erely to call attention - to the deficiencies in the
of his pursuit of justice. ~erely
judgment may be felt to be insufficient. What is a
course of a delivered jUdgment
desirable course for a JUdge
Judge who has perceived need for ameliorating change?

should be
May it not pe that some positive means of formalised apparatus shbuld
.•

..-'"
. /or

.;;."
.:-."

available to the initiatives of the jUdiciary
judiciary whereby the legislature can directly
be apprised of the observed defects' and inadequacies of the substantive law or
of the procedural law, and perhaps the Executive be furnished by the JUdge
Judge with
ideas as to the likely ways of its ·amendm.ent?rI30
The suggestion of the Chief Justice and the a~eement
a~eement of the' government has now led to a
development 'which is unique. The 1980 Annual Report of the Australian Law Reform
Commission contains, for the first time, a schedule of law reform suggestions emanating
from the judiciary, members of parliament, legal academics, citizens' groups, national
c-o~ferences.
c-o~ferences. ~nd so on.1 31 Commenting on the innovation, the Annual Report of the
Commission concluded:
Ffhe Commissio!1
Commissiol1 will be able to collect and aggregate the proposals for reform
and from time to time to monitor the attention being given to them .••• In due
course it may be ~nticipated
~nticipated that suggestions for law reform will be collected
in a computerised format immediately available to Commonwealth and State
colleagues
COlleagues considering the reform of a partiCUlar area of the law. A community
unsuitability in the law
alive to its responsibility to be sensitive to injustice or unSUitability
is more likely to develop where there is an established and effective mellns of

co-ordinating and following up the proposals made for the law's improvement.
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'The new function of the Commission could prove, in time; to be one most
useful for improvement of
cif the administration of justice and official and
community participation in reform of the law in Australia,.132
Australia,• 132
of a 'clearing house' for proposals for law improvement can be traced to
The· notion ora
Stone's writing in 1946. Although countries of the civil law tradition have for many years
,courts in particular could report tq parliament annually
enjoyed a facility by which the .courts
upon needs for reform identified in their operations of the year past, no such facility has
judges of our tradition would
developed in countries of the common law tradition. Many jUdges
_Barwick's suggestion notwithstanding. Many
resist such an arrangement, Sir Garfield _Barwick's
would consider it an inappropriate diminution of jud'icial independence so directly to speak
judiciary's
to parliament on matters of policy. Some would regard it as irrelevant to the jUdiciary's
role to consider the policy of legislation and to assume a routine function to comment
judges to do so
upon it and to make suggestions for reform. The inclination of individual jUdges
will vary. The provision of an"'snnua.l cataglogue of important law reform suggestions by
the national law commission may be a practical means of marshalling, in a country of
Moreov~r, it may do so
limite~ resources, the best available advice. Moreov~r,
50 "in a way traditional

procedure •
for the English-speaking people, namely by the implementation of rputine procedure•
•
judiciary is concerned, it may do so in a way that is acceptably
Moreover, so far as the jUdiciary
judicial from the other arms of government. If ever
respectful of the independence of the jUdicial

aT!i~stitution fulfilling a long-predicted,
long-predicted. need of ministering between
there was a case of al1;:.iri"stitution
this
the various arms of government, this is it. The Law Reform Commission provides, in this
Clln be brought
faCility,
facility, a bridge by which useful proposals of th.e judiciary and others can
systematically to the notice of the law makers. Suggestions for law reform could also
reform agencies and other appropriate
provide an ample source of future projects for law r,eform
inquiries, anterior to legislation.
CONCLUSIONS

This essay has addressed one tiny facet only of the writings of Julius Stone. ItS
aim was simple. It was to show how Stone's contribution in The Province and Function 6f
of
Law in 1946, as elaborated in Social Dimensions of Law and Justice in 1966, accurately
"forecast the special way in which institutional law reform would develop in Australia,
particularly at a federal level.
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Starting from Roscoe Pou.nd's
POll.od's 1912 propositions, written from a sociological
Stone concluded, accurately, that a -comprehensive, omnibus Ministry of
/~bi;t, 'Stone

tide..to "attend
"at.tend to all of
of the disharmony between the law and perceptions of fairness and

'~¥i}slwciJid not be accepted. In this t?onclusion
conclusion he was right Bnd probably for the reasons

J';";~·;o~6sed. There IS a suspicion in the
~he tradition of the English legal order of anything
;:H,,],ropose,l.

such a
";~Pp~~+~h'irtg5UCh

'grand design'. There is merit and indeed there is protection' in

;'jje~-dhtralis-ation of the sources of
of legislation and law reform. So it was in 1946. So it

Yet Stone was right to foreshadow the need· for permanent -institutional
irfang~.ments
i'F~~ng~,rnents to 'minister to justice' and to attend to the multiplying needs of legal

:~~f(iii/
reDid change, not least rapid scientific and
:f~-f(iii/ ·which
which accompany times of rapid
-<techtl:ological
lawy.ers 1
"<techtl:ological change. He was right to call attention to the distinction between lawy.ers'
:'~~~fC:~ptions of deficiencies in the law and 'social
"~\1rC:~ptions
tsocial deficiencies'of
deficiencies t of more general concern.
Tilis>'distinction,
fhis:,;~_iS~inction, reflected i~ the debate about whether institutional law reform should

a:adr~'~--~Olely the so-called 'lawyers' law1'
'a:HdF~~-:s"olely
law" isSues

also' be concerned with issues of
or should also,

:-gt~~(-public
:"gt~~(j?ublic policy, has been soived, in-Australia at least, by Attorneys-General, minded
t~' ~_all~"all" upon their law reform agencies to report upon'controversial, pressing and, in a
wide sense 'political' topics. Whether it is the Australian Commission inquiring into class
actions or Abol'igin~l
Abol'igin~l customary laws, the New South Wales Commission inquiring into the
reforms of the legal profession, the Tasmanian Commission inquiring into rape and other
~sexual
,sexual

offences, and 50
on, once the institutions of law reform receive a reference, it is
soon,

their plain 'statutory duty to get on with the job a~d supply their.report.
The price of a focus of law reform upon 'social deficiencies'
deficiencies 1 of 'more general
concern'is undoubtedly, as Stone asserted, the need to go beyond the verbal skills and the
disciplines of ethias and the law, and to have resort to the social sciences, economics,
statistics, surveys and 'far ranging non-legal expertiset • In Australia, against occasiof!.al
occasiof!,al
'last-ditch'

re~istance,
re~istance,

the perman.ent law reforming agencies, particularly the Australian

Law Reform Commission, have sought out these additional perspectives before venturing
proposals of reform. Certainly, the Australian Law Reform Commission has virtually
accepted the 'practical objectives for sociological
50ci010gic8.1 jurisprudence' propounded in 1912 by
Roscoe Pound and taught by Stone to succeeding generations of Australian. lawyers. In
1948 Pound commented on the Province and Function of Law. He said it represented an
o~ law, principally because it involved 'a radical
departure from the dominantly analytical English writing on jurisprudence,1•133

outstanding contribution to the science
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in.actionll and to do so in a scholarly way, but within
The effort to study 'the law in.action
the constraints of t~me and manpower and the practical needs

t~

achieve results, has been

the history of institutional law reform in Australia, since the establishment of the
fUll-time commissions after 1965. The
permanent full-time

influence of

the

Pound-Stone

some of the procedures they have adopted, particularly at a
jurisprudence can be seen in SOme
federal 'level: interdisciplinary consultants,
fecieral':level:

,consultat~ve .papers
_papers
,consultat~ve

-of sufficient b,revity to

well as expert involvement,-theconduct
involvement,- -the conduct of informal pUblic
public hearings to which
invite lay as welles
well as established interest groups can come for an equal
laymen with a grievance as welles
hearing, the

USe

public media of communication to involve a wider community and
of the pUblic

exper,imentation with new' s,ocial surveys, 'questionnaires an_d public;: ,opinion .polls. All of
exper,imentation
prep!3-ra~~on for law making, designed
these demonstrate acceptance of the thesis that the prep!3-ra~~on

to achieve actual reform,·
reform,- must go beyond la ,mere armchair analytical legal study of

hunch~s or·,
oro, playing
playing with Jegislative
legislative words.
existing or alternative rules,134, political hunch~s
to- the theory of law reform in Australia, and to its institutional
Stone's contribution to'
practice, can best be considered by comparing his writings, years before institutional law
reform became a reality, and matching them against whaLtranspired.' Doubtless the result
many defects. But for these the pu[)ils, and not the teacher, must be held
presents many
responsible.
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